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Nature Nexus is a pioneering project of unprecedented scale, proposing to create

a 24 hour on-demand LIVE wildlife channel featuring animal characters across 50

countries globally. Its keystone is a network of 200 early-career filmmakers,

contracted to capture footage of local wildlife through their intimate knowledge

and unique access privileges. Each feed is complemented by live studio

commentary, curating high-quality, authentic coverage of nature in a format

readily digestible to a wide audience. Its scope and interactivity is far beyond

what has been previously attempted.

 

A nexus is a "bond, link, or junction; a means of connection." The viewer culture

the network creates will align directly with these principles- promoting

engagement for awareness and linking people to the planet. All content shall be

accessible via a dedicated online portal, with real-time updates allowing the

audience to follow their favourite characters off-screen. The impact inteded is

great and varied, including empowering upcoming creator-naturalists, forming a

stronger community within conservation, and providing an unadulterated view of

global ecosystems.

 

This is the future of natural history filmmaking, with the potential to revolutionize

production workflows. The decentralized construction reduces resource

expenditure to an aboslute minimum, thereby ensuring high return on

investment. Its transparency and inclusivity positions it as a hub of innovation,

recording new animal behaviours and providing research value through fully

data-logged, searchable video archives. The Nexus will be orchestrated in

partnership with a major broadcaster, creating an entire channel's worth of

content that may be edited into highlights or shorter show snippets for release.

NEXUS
OVERVIEW
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PLATFORM OBJECTIVES ,  V IEWER
EXPERIENCE,  &  STRUCTURE



FOUNDING
PHILOSOPHY
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The stated purpose of the Nexus is to reframe our human relationship with

nature. Its chief instigator, Elliot Connor, is quoted saying "when we look at

nature, we see ourselves." Through creating rounded animal characters with

regular coverage, viewers are encouraged to resonate with the creatures shown

on-screen. Anthropomorphism is a trap that presenters will be cautioned against,

however cutting-edge animal cognition research indicates the term is

increasingly outmoded by complex animal behaviours on par with humans. 

 

Nature deficit disorder is a term recently adopted in healthcare to express the

negative mental and physical effects of our disconnect with natural spaces. By

conditioning viewers' expectations of these environments, the Nexus will improve

the prospects of associated attractions and encourage nature-appreciation

activities to be undertaken. The philosophy of Conservation's 4 C's is equally put

forward as a framework for the Nexus, these being the key intangibles required

for public interest in the field. Connection, curiosity, creativity and collaboration

are all engraved deeply in the Nature Nexus ethos, ingrained in the feel and

functionality of the platform itself.

 

Contempory studies suggest alarming gaps in public knowledge with reference to

natural systems. This lowering of our ecological IQ is best reversed by the

mainstreaming of environmental pursuits, augmenting the prominence and

prevalence of environmental awareness in our society. The Nexus sees itself as a

catalyst for such change, branding as a social enterprise with a strong emphasis

on giving back directly to community-led conservation. Now more than ever, the

human influence on our planet is polarizing our definition of wild/natural spaces.

Therefore, central to the Nexus' coverage will be wildlife close to human

civilization, emphasizing the universality of these phenomena.

GOALS ,  MOTIVES ,  AND 
PRINCIPLES  BEHIND THE PLATFORM



MARKET
ANALYSIS
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Natural History Filmmaking (NHF) is a relative latecomer to the screen, due to the

greater technical challenges presented by filming wild animals. Never-the-less, it

has shown indubitable potential with a burgeoning audience of 600 million

nature enthusiasts globally, and 83.5 million viewers of Planet Earth II in the UK

alone. Early industry dominance by Walt Disney and the BBC has given way to a

rapidly diversifying independent production stage, in which Silverback

Productions' signing of Our Planet is an especially notable example.

 

Yet, constrained as it is by outdated workflows, the growth of the genre has been

stifled. Blue-chip documentaries are resource-heavy and time-consuming

endeavours, several years in production with a small fortune paid in travel

expenses for crews headed to remote filming locations. The BBC NHU is the

largest wildlife documentary production house, despite only generating in the

realm of 100 hours of content to air in any given year. This shortcoming is easily

remedied by the struture of the Nature Nexus.

 

Another trend is visible in the raised bar of audience expectations for

authenticity, aroused by documentaries that cut corners in depicting sequences.

Merging multiple cuts as if they were a single take, generating foley ambient

noises, betraying a neutral spectator's stance and even inciting certain behaviours

have all seen heavy critique in the past decade. The construction of the Nature

Nexus forestalls the need for any such construably underhand actions. All

contributors will be trained to uphold immaculate ethical standards, whereas

livestream footage cannot be tampered with, and thus is streamed as shot.

 

Social causes are an emerging trend in factual productions. Mass release thereof

is known to bolster extant movements, and generate favourable press coverage.

COMPARATIVE PRODUCTIONS,
POSIT IONING AND AUDIENCE



It's a small 

WORLD

MARKET
ANALYSIS
Increasingly, conservation measures are supported by natural history productions,

either through awareness-raising or direct donation of revenue. However scientific

literature indicates that their impact is small or negligable in the long-term, for

which sustained audience engagement is required. The Nexus is uniquely

positioned to create a powerful force towards social change.

 

Globalization signifies new, understated opportunity in the realization of "glocal"

ventures, joining grassroots practice with global reach in a potent combination.

Not only does the Nexus embrace this possibility, it utilises a model proven

successful by environmentalism itself. Diverse perspectives will be introduced

through regular community consultation, avoiding stagnation of the current

paradigm, whilst promoting viewer loyalty and engagement in platform affairs.

This access is often sought by audiences, and elevates public relations potential.

 

In broad terms, wildlife series to date fall loosely into one of three categories:

travel, drama or education. Travel finds its forte in expedition coverage, sating

wanderlust ideals and escapism. Drama is the highest-return format, responsible

for Attenborough's main output and creating Hollywood-esque productions.

Education expedites information transfer as its primary concern, typically with a

starring presenter role and narrow subject matter for more niche viewerships. It

can be fairly said the the Nexus is alone in drawing on the ideal attributes of each,

with a wide-ranging geography and unfolding plot lines, wide-range appeal,

character development and large didactic component.

 

Finally, current events must be referenced in light of the Nexus' model. Greatly

reduced mobility internationally has forestalled the vast majority of productions,

whereas the proposed platform would likely still be functional at a reduced

capacity. Public sensitization towards environmental issues has reached a climax,

to which the Nexus fully caters at this pivotal time.

The motto of the Nexus speaks to increasing global interconnection.
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CREATION
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CONTRIBUTOR EXPERIENCE,
WORKFLOWS &  ACCOUNTABIL ITY

The workflows of the platform itself approach content creation through the lens

of community amplification, democratization and the rise of independent

creatives. It cherry-picks the emerging talent of the NHF discipline and nurtures

contributors into powerful storytellers and brand ambassadors. This subject shall

be broken down into onboarding, training and facilitation respectively. Each shall

be addressed in the order presented above.

 

Upon its formal inception and receipt of base funding, a one-month incubation

period will begin, wherein a fullscale online outreach & marketing plan will be set

in motion. Five hundred well-qualified applicants to the contributor roles are

expected within the month, from which one hundred will be shortlisted and

interviewed. Of these, a pilot cohort of twenty will be chosen based on a panel

adjudication of a feed scoring matrix.

 

The matrix involves three measures: passion, dedication & content value, the

former two being assessed out of 25 and the latter out of 50. The resulting scores

are then summed for a final score out of 100. This review shall be conducted by

platform staff including directors, producers and partner representatives in

coming to a final averaged accord. Each measure is to be graded from

poor/negligible to strong representing scores of 5 through 25 (or 10 through 50) as

set out in the matrix grid. The measures themselves are defined as follows:

 

Passion: proven interest in, and activities related to, environmentalism.
 

Dedication: future aspirations related to the field and underlying motivation.
 

Content Value: character potential in the feed and pitch uniqueness.
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CONTENT
CREATION
Selected applicants are graded into one of three pay tiers via a

similar rubric encompassing the following four measures-

 

Living Expenses: scaling to the socio-economic standing of

the country & area, thus the relative magnitude of income

required to live comfortably for the contributor.
 

Feed Costs: any ongoing costs incurred by the contributor for

content delivery, typically through transport to the filming

location.
 

Acquisition Costs: expense incurred by the Nexus to establish

and equip the contributor feed, scored in inverse proportion.
 

Feed Value: one quarter of the initial merit score.

 

In the first week of every month following this, a further

selection of 18 additional contributors will be made from the

(ongoing) application pool. The intention is thereby to stagger

intake for a tailored training experience and optimum support

during this onboarding stage for new contributors.

Consideration will be given to ensure the maximum range of

species and geographies are represented in these later stages.

 

Contributors will be offered contracts in one of three pay tiers,

distributed equally across each according to their scores from

the second matrix. Tier 1 contributors shall receive 60 USD/hr,

Tier 2 a lesser 45 USD/hr and Tier 3 at 30 USD/hr in recognition

of their varying circumstances. Contracts shall assign on

average one hour per day of filming duties, spread across the

course of the week. 

 

For feed establishment, the contributor will undertake a series

of 6 video training calls with an experienced camera operator

to introduce them to the format required. A qualified staff

member in their region shall also visit and take them through

several trial broadcasts to ensure proper comprehension.
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CONTENT
CREATION

NATURE  DOESN 'T

FOLLOW  RULES .

NEITHER  DO  WE .

Each intake round of 18 contributors will be paired to a single producer, whilst the

executive producer, Elliot Connor, will oversee the pilot round. This collective of

ten producers and one lead will meet every two weeks for troubleshooting and

protocol standardization, on inverse weeks to contributor group meetings. It shall

be the producers' repsonsibility to submit weekly performance reviews of the

contributors under them, for refinement of technique and central feed evaluation.

 

On the subject of feeds, these may come in a variety of forms. Feeds are either

exploratory (covering different locations on a theme) or static (covering the

happenings of a single area over time in detail). They are either habitat feeds

(focusing on a range of creatures) or animal feeds (with an individual character or

group being followed). For instance, a radio-collared Masaai lion pride would be

an exploratory animal feed, whereas a reef in the coral triangle would most likely

form a static habitat feed. 

 

Feeds are also distinguished by mode. They may be aquatic (snorkel/ dive/ vessel),

terrestrial (bushwalk/ safari/ canopy) or aerial (glider/ drone/ ultralight). This is but

a sampling of the possibilities, and more are discussed in the stakeholder section.
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GROWTH
STRATEGEM
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DISTRIBUTION MODELS ,  PR ,
BRANDING &  STAKEHOLDERS
 

Core to the Nature Nexus model is its purpose-driven consumer engagement,

building on the tried and tested models of social movements reinvented for

documentary film. Following the one-month incubation period and pilot intake,

there will be a six-month rapid scaling phase culminating in the full platform

release with 24-hour coverage (12 hours of it live) at the attained critical mass. The

methodology of this publicity push and thereafter is the subject of this section.

 

At the forefront of all is the platform itself. This will make use of cutting-edge

livestream capabilities, conglomerated from half a dozen feeds arriving at any one

time, studio-mixed and dubbed with commentary before airing. The studio will

have two expert field guides permanently on post, providing insightful narration

to streams being shown and filling uneventful times with lively discussion. The

stream is controlled by an in-house director, working with tech support to switch

fluently between arriving feeds and acting as spokesperson for the audience.

 

Viewer experience (VE) optimization is top priority, to which end measures are in

place to ensure their active participation. A phone hotline and input bar

embedded on the platform allow questions to be asked on whatever the feed

may be covering. These are curated and, once approved, appear as a ribbon

bottom-screen for the presenters to respond to. Likewise, viewer forums will be

hosted online for community-building, networking and general chit-chat. 

 

Due to its global scope and corresponding international audience, it is to be

expected that any one person sees but a portion of the overall stream. However, a

24-hr stream backlog will be made available, and all footage stored offline for

research and post-production purposes. Prime time is typically 7-10pm or 8-11pm

country-dependent, with the most populated timezones at UTC+1, +5.5 and +8.
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Revenue as well as impressions can

be bolstered by these means.

Merchandise will be created for

sale and staff usage, stock libraries

compiled of select sequences,

online events hosted with paid

tickets, and a paywall set up on the

platform for exclusive premium

content. Viewer holidays will be

run within the scaling phase.

 

A prominent feature of the Nexus

that complements the stream will

be feeds from fixed cams globally.

These will be largely crowdsourced

through subsidized setup kits, with

viewers thus taking ownership of a

given feed. They may be nest cams,

waterhole cams, burrow cams, trail

cams or any other configuration.

With this knowledge in mind,

contributors and presenters can be

timetabled to most appeal to the

viewership demographic watching.

Viewers will be able to subscribe to

alerts from their favourite

characters, receiving custom

reminders from the app regarding

new plot developments and recent

sightings.

 

Besides the Nexus main stream,

ancillary materials will

complement organic audience

growth and loyalty. This includes

highlight reels, behind the scenes,

product reviews, celebrity cameos,

community competitions,

explainer videos, podcasts,

magazines and newsletters.

GROWTH
STRATEGEM
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Animals are our

FOCUS

GROWTH
STRATEGEM
In a similar fashion, certain stakeholder sections will be approached for mutually

beneficial feed co-creation. Museums shall be invited to share their research and

collections through brief half-hour interactive segments, and animal rescue

centres presented with a similar opportunity to showcase their work. Travel

agencies are a particular focus, and shall be persuaded to sponsor contributors in

return for cobranding benefits. Their customers will help boost the platform's

central viewership, as will airlines and community spaces. Tour companies may

offer to host expedition feeds, with beneficial coverage for each respective party.

 

Establishing relationships with equipment providers such as adventure outfitters

and film/tech corporations will serve to greatly reduce overheads, allowing more

efficient scaling to take place. Universities, restaurant chains, online streaming

platforms, cinemas and film fests, functions and tourist offices are all included in

stakeholder outreach plans, forming distribution partnerships. With respect to

shools, a custom arrangement is foreseen, with a school club membership

providing access to streams and further resources for environmental education.

 

Concerning conventional media routes, press releases shall accompany all major

developments including local news for contributor onboarding, facilitated by

templates provided. Hotspots of PR activities will be distributed so as to amplify

towards the platform soft and hard launches, notably at the end of the six-month

scaling phase. During broadcast, dedicated community moderators will assist the

director in a voluntary capacity by filtering live comments and blocking

degrading commentators from derailing the viewer discussions.

 

Influencers will be approached with offers for cobranding arrangements,

complementing a holistic social media campaign. The launch itself will be

accompanied by a 24-hour online festival featuring celebrities and respected

conservationists, introducing the platform's messaging and objectives.

We're reconnecting the family tree of life.
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GROWTH
STRATEGEM

WHEN  WE  LOOK  AT

NATURE ,  WE  SEE

OURSELVES . . .

The audience following will naturally be drawn towards support of certain

characters who they regularly see on-screen. This will be encouraged through

thematic actions, special events and world animal day celebrations

accompanying character pages online. Affiliates will be authorized in select cases

to improve platform reach for a commission, targeting more directly than simple

web ads otherwise might. Within the platform, a news ticker at the bottom of the

screen will be created as an optional add-on for viewers providing easy entry into

the stream at any point in the broadcasting. Contributor hours rotate on a regular,

staggered schedule, thus viewers can tune in for their favourite segments.

 

Captioning tech will be developed as a prerequisite for tapping full audience

potential, using voice-to-text and AI translation software released in the past few

years. A directory of environmental organizations, travel advice and current event

blogs will be made to assist in SEO functionality. Town hall events are planned for

every two weeks, open to all viewers who wish to raise suggestions or complaints,

creating a sense of viewer ownership and reinforcing feedback circles. The Nexus

brand of black and yellow immediately stands out. Within six months it will be

spread across the internet. From there, it can only grow.
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PLATFORM
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EXPENSES ,  OVERHEADS AND
REVENUE INFLOWS

The Nexus is so designed as to be eminently scalable and extraordinarily resource

efficient. Thus, the total operating cost of the platform is projected at $2M USD in

the first year, and $1.5M in subsequent years without establishment costs to

contend with. Expected revenue for the first year is $2.5M USD with progressively

greater returns in subsequent years according to forecast audience growth. An

outline of income and export breakdowns can be found below for the first

financial year of the venture.

 Online Platform Revenue 
39.2%

 Venture Funds 
19.6%

 Crowdfunding 
2%

 Broadcaster Contracts 
39.2%

Contributor fees 
24.4%

 Producer fees 
19.5%

 Contributor equipment 
17.1%

 Studio costs & presenters 
14.6%

Marketing and PR
7.3%

Intl. travel for training staff 
12.2%

Nexus Income 2020-21

Nexus Expenses 2020-21

Beyond 2021, it is envisioned that online

platform revenue will provide a majority of

Nexus capital, supplemented by content

distribution contracts.

Online platform dev.
4.9%



EVALUATION
METRICS
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MILESTONES,  DEV.  T IMELINE ,  
&  FEEDBACK LOOPS

In summary, the one-year plan of the Nature Nexus is comprised of a one-month

incubation, six-month scaling and five-month consolidation phase. At the end of

each, a full objective report will be released on the venture's progress, evaluating

key statistics and performance measures with recommendations for improving

workflows. These will augment ongoing internal provisions and allow deft

changes to unpredictable circumstances as are the norm in the current climate. 

 

By the end of the first phase, the platform will be operational under a beta testing

community. Twenty initial contributors will have been selected and both in-situ

and online training arranged for them. A core staff team including producers,

directors and crew will be well formed alongside a catalyst intern programme

and partner arrangements with a minimum of fifty major stakeholders. Prelaunch

marketing channels such as email subscribers, social media and online forums

will be grown to a net 100K person participation. Five hundred contributor

applicants will be ranked and filed for future reference in contracting.

 

By the end of the second phase, the platform will be realized in its full

functionality, with at least one million monthly users and stable half-volume

coverage (12hrs) with reruns in non-streaming periods. Over half of the 200-strong

youth contributor base will have been onboarded, paired for peer learning and

spread across several dozen countries. 

 

By the end of the final phase, the platform will be flourishing and self-sufficient,

with revenue from paid content and subsidiary products- keeping the main

channel coverage free. The stakeholder engagement will have been rolled out to

its fullest extent, joining continued marketing drives surrounding key dates and

events. The Nexus is expected to have doubled in usership from the last estimate.



FURTHER
FEATURES
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MISC.  ADD-ONS,  WILD CARDS,  
&  FEED DIVERSIF ICATION

AI and algorithms for consensus ID, allowing the viewership to join the

presenters and contributors in picking out their favourite long-term characters

from other animals of the same species. Similar models have already been used

to great success in citizen science work.

A daily spinner to encourage regular login to the platform, with free reading,

resources, exclusive content and opportunities. This will join other gamification

features, like profiles and avatars for viewers, points for asking questions or

successful ID and a corresponding rewards scheme.

A live, interactive map showing contributor locations, activity status, and where

available the precise location of animal characters (or most recent sighting).

Similar tools can form a viewer opt-in to find and connect with nearby

audience members who share their passion for the platform.

Spinoff projects, some in partnership with other organizations, for example

musical groups (Pulse of the Planet), awards schemes (Animal Oscars), &/

monthly events like an animal-inspired diet programme (ZooFoodz).

A viewer sighting submission portal to draw off the community knowledge, or

in cases of exceptional quality be posed to the presenters in-studio. 

A large part of the attraction of the proposed Nexus platform versus conventional

productions is the range of functionality included for long-term viewer

engagement. What follows is an abbreviated list of developments forseen that will

complement the basic stream format.

 

 

In the end, the platform seeks to make a big world small, condensing the great

monolith of nature's diversity into accessible, digestible chunks that suit a wide-

ranging audience. It is a venture of unprecedented scale and ambition, but one

never-the-less with the power to revolutionize the field.


